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Wieliczkiewicz asks Secretary of Elections to step down
Bianca Sewake
Staff Writer
Freshman Caley deNevers did
not vote in the ASSU fall elec-
tions, and she wasn’talone — only
20 percent of the student body
actually participated.





For spring elections, students
like deNevers can expect to see
ASSU implementing changes in
Sasquatch now bigger and hairier
MatthewGilbertson | The Spectator
Hip-hop/soul group The Physics plays minutes before the lineup for this year’s Sasquatch music festival is announced. With headliners
such as JackWhite, Pretty Lights, Beck and Tenacious D, this year’s festival is sure to live up to its long legacy of success.
Burrell leads Redhawks to victory in record performance
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer
Senior guard Cervante Burrell
led the scoreboard with a season
record-setting 24 points as the
Redhawks won their third con-
secutive home game on Saturday
night at KeyArena against the
Arkansas State Red Wolves with
a 75-69 victory.
Aaron Broussard, Sterling
order to reach out more to them.
“We’re ready to pump up
elections to a new level. We’re
not having good voting results. I
mean 20 percent, that’s just very
shameful,” said ASSU president
Katie Wieliczkiewicz.
In an effort to stir change,
Wieliczkiewicz last week sent an
email to the student body request-
ing applications for the secretary of
elections position.
The secretary of elections
is not a new position. Rather,
Carter and Louis Green each
scored 10 points for the
Redhawks, while Arkansas’ top
player, Malcolm Kirkland, scored
14 points by the end of the game.
“Defensively, as a team, we
did very well,” said Seattle U
head coach Cameron Dollar. “We
stayed on the big guy [Kirkland]
and we kept it tight. We didn’t
allow it to be a one-on-one
match up. ... I’m proud of how
thespectator
Wieliczkiewicz asked the former
secretary, Elena Alcedo, to step
down in order to pass the baton
and get a fresh perspective.
“Were kind oflooking for a new
face to ASSU and so someonewho
maybe isn’t as familiar. I mean they
can be, but someone who is willing
to come in and kind of call us out
and say, ‘Well that’s not working.
Let’s try this,”’Wieliczkiewiczsaid.
Low voter turnout has been a
consistent problem for the past few
years, and ASSU is now changing
my guys played tonight.”
strength training in preparation
for the second game of the season
against Arkansas State.
“We’ve been getting better.
Probably more than anything else
the training refreshed us a little
bit. This group has been resilient,”
Dollar said.
Last week the team worked on
Burrell agreed with him.
“We focused mainly on our
in hopes of increasing the rates.
As ASSU started shifting gears,
though, it also meant they had to
let go ofAlcedo.
“I’m a senior and ... Katie and
I discussed the process of how we
were going to go about hiring a
new secretary of elections and we
decided it would be best ifIwould
step down for the spring election
so that someone else can have the
experience going into it while I was
still here, so if people ran into trou-
ble I could still help,” said Alcedo.
toughness and you can see that
in today’s game. We’re physically
stronger,” said Burrell.
Within the first two and a half
minutes of the game
Seattle U had
an 8-0 lead. Clarence Trent scored
the first five points with two lay-
ups and a free throw shot, with
Eric Wallace’s lay-up and free
throw contributing the next three.
Arkansas State picked up six
points from Brandon Peterson
since 1933
Love letters
“She did a great job, ... She’s
very involved in the school and so
we’re looking for someone with
a little less [on their plate],” said
Wieliczkiewicz.This way, the new
secretary of elections can place a
larger focus on raising the number
ofstudents who vote.
To ASSU’s surprise, students










Last month, a third shooting
near Waid’s Haitian Cuisine Bar
and Lounge raised concerns re-
garding the safety of the establish-
ment and its proximity to Seattle
University.
On Jan. 28, a 25-year-old man
was shot near 13th Avenue and
Jefferson Street, approximately a
block away from Waid’s Haitian
Cuisine Bar and Lounge, according
to the Seattle Police Department.
Witnesses said the victim was argu-
ing with the suspect before he was
shot once in the leg. The suspect
fled the scene and the victim was
transported to Harborview Medical
Center. SPD reported that the vic-
tim was intoxicated. ,
According to capitol-
hillseattle.com, gang
units were called in to HBKm
and Rakeem Dickerson in the next
two minutes, but the Redhawks
continued to pull ahead with
Louis Green bringing down two
slam dunks. With a little more
than 12 minutes left in the first
half, Arkansas State started to
pull back again with Kirkland
and Peterson each
scoring two free throws
leaving the score
at 16-13.
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Sullivans criticized for lack of emphasis on
Jordan Meyers
StaffWriter
The Sullivan Leadership Award,
a prestigious and competitive full-
ride scholarship for incoming fresh-
men, has been subject to comments
that run the gamut from supportive
to deeply critical.
Nine students are awarded
the scholarship each year based
on their commitment to leader-
ship, academic rigor, commu-
nity involvement, spirituality and
global awareness. Financial need
is not something the scholarship
direcdy considers.
This point in particular has be-
come a point of scrutiny among
some ofthe university’s other schol-
ars. Some students believe that a
full-ride scholarship should consid-
er every facet ofan individual’s ap-
plication, including financial need.
“Something as treasured as a
full-ride scholarship should have
holistic qualifications. ... I think it
is a little unfair that people with
real financial hardship and fantastic
leadership skills are not considered
a little more closely than those with
afull ability to pay for college,” said
one anonymous Naef scholar.
Unlike the Sullivan Leadership
Award, the Naef scholarship is
funded by an endowment gift.
the spectator
According to Student Financial
Services counselor Wilma Woods,
the university itself funds the
Sullivan Award.
Furthermore, while the Naef
scholarship considers many of the
same qualities that the Sullivan
Award looks for, such as academic
rigor, leadership potential and a
commitment to community in-
volvement, the Naef scholarship
considers a student’s financial need
before determining that student’s
total award amount.
David Madsen, the moderator
ofthe Naefscholars, said he thinks
academic rigor should be valued
over leadership qualities.
“There was a time when it was
called the Sullivan Scholarship.
... Well, it’s been renamed to the
Sullivan Leadership Award and
frankly, I’m one of those folks who
thinks ifyou’re going to give college
for free, you need to be expecting
academic excellence,” said Madsen,
adding that he realizes the scholar-
ship does consider scholasticrigor,
but that the name change suggest-
ed a prioritization of leadership
over academics.
Currently, Sullivan scholars are
required to maintain a 3.0 cumula-
tive GPA.
“Yes, we are supposed to be
creating leaders for a just and
news
humane world, but ifyou’re going
to make a $200,000 investment in
somebody, the reality is you have
the right to expect academic excel-
lence,” Madsen said, who did note
the program’s strength as a recruit-
ment tool.
Sophomore Naefscholar Megan
Dalton said that while she respects
the Sullivan scholars for being
thoughtful leaders who are engaged
in the community, she also knows
ofmany students on campus with
invaluable leadership experiences
who merit recognition.
“If the Sullivan scholarship di-
verts funds... [that] could beshared
among a wider group ofstudents,
perhaps its exclusivity should be
questioned,” said Dalton.
One anonymous recipient of the
Bannan scholarship, a $5,000 per
year merit award for juniors and
seniors that is also funded by an
endowment, agreed with Dalton.
“I’ve witnessed Bannan and
Naef scholars providing and exe-
cuting equally valuable leadership
roles in their respective communi-
ties. ... The on-campus presence
of Sullivan leaders appears to fall
short ofthe university’s projections
for many of them, both fiscally and
objectively,” Dalton said.
Currently, the Sullivan
Leadership Award is open to
M|pi| investigate.
HH Owner Waid Sainvil
mKLlm insisted that Waid’s
was not involved in
the incident.
“I don’t know anything about
[the shooting] because it has noth-
ing to do with Waid’s,” Sainvil said.
Waid’s is no stranger to shoot-
ings outside its doors.
In 2008, a woman was shot in
the leg outside of the Waid’s gate
and suffered near-fatal injuries. A
second shooting occurred in 2010,
accordingto Central District News.
The same year, Waid’s liquor li-
cense was suspended for a month
in response to alleged liquor viola-
tions and liquor-related incidences,
including several altercations that
occurred on or near the premises.
Some of these incidences include
a stabbing inside the club and a
fight in which a patron was hit
in the head by a cinder block that
was thrown at him, according to
Central District News.
Bar manager Anna Roberts
said that although there has been
violence in the area, she hasn’t
seen fights break out inside the
Waid’s gate.
“I feel very safe here. My secu-
rity team rocks. When you’re here,
you’re taken care of,” Roberts said.
Sainvil also attributes the vio-
lence to a dangerous neighborhood,
not his establishment.
“We had some bad stuff in the
beginning...five years ago this
was a drug infested area. It is very
residents of 13 mostly western
states. Bannan scholar Jasmine
Davis finds this aspect of the pro-
gram to be “unfair.”
“When I applied to Seattle U,
students from Hawaii weren’t al-
lowed to apply forthe scholarship. I
know that’s changed now, but I feel
that ifa school is willing to provide
full-tuition scholarships to incom-
ing freshmen, they should allow all
potential students the opportunity
to try out for it,” said Davis, add-
ing that she would liketo see more
scholarship opportunities for stu-
dents already in college.
On the other hand, many
scholars, both Naef and Bannan,
said they thought the scholarship
was an excellent way to bring to-
getherstudents who excel as leaders
in their communities and was an
outstanding program to represent
the university.
Lindsay Leeder, adviser to the
Sullivan program and former
Sullivan Leader, said that she was
proud the scholarship still honored
the vision offormerSeattle U presi-
dent ReverendWilliam J. Sullivan,
S.J. — a vision that considered
education of the whole person and
the intellectual, mental and emo-
tional growth ofthat person.
In response to some of the
Sullivan program’s critics, Leeder
safe now compared to when I first
opened,” Sainvil said.
According to Central District
News, the suspension was also in
response to reports of sales to mi-
nors. Sainvil described a specific in-
cident in which a 19-year-old cus-
tomer crashed her car after leaving
Waid’s intoxicated. He explained
that someone on his security staff




Since the suspension of his li-
quor license, Sainvil has purchased
ID verification devices to detect
underage drinkers and on any given
night, Waid’s has one to four secu-
rity employees on site. According
to Sainvil, Waid’s does not serve
underage drinkers.
“I’ll beclosed [ifI do that] and I
am not closing,” Sainvil said.
Waid’s has garnered mixed re-
views from its patrons.
On Yelp, some critics called the
club “sketch” and claimed to have
had Rohypnol dropped in their
drinks. Others shared positive ex-
periences and said that the “accom-
modating” staff even called cabs for
intoxicated customers.
Seattle U sophomore Soren
Rehkopf went to one of Waid’s
academia
spoke about the nature ofscholar-
ships in general.
“There are richly diverse schol-
arships available in this world,
which is so wonderful, and more
continue to develop all the time.
Some are based solely on academ-
ics, some solely on financial need,
some solely on specific talents or
interests,” said Leeder.
Leeder also added that she
thought all universities strive to
provide the most aid for their stu-
dent’s possible, while at the same
time try to honor their core values.
In the scholarship’s 24 years of
history, it has been reformed to ad-
mit more recipients and to accept
students from more states.
One anonymous Sullivan
scholar said that while he thinks
the scholarship is an outstanding
testament to the university’s values
and is an attractive opportunity for
many applicants, he acknowledged
that, like all programs, the Sullivan
Leadership Award would inevitably
see change and reform in years to
come.
Jordan may be reached at
jmeyers@su-spectator.com
weekly blues nights and enjoyed
the evening.
“I thought it was really cool
actually...and the people seemed
really cool too. I would go back,”
Rehkopf said.
Other students made less fa-
vorable comments. Junior Emily
Chambers lives near Waid’s and
avoids walking by the night-
club at night when people often
loiter outside.
“I have to pass [Waid’s] when
I go to the gym and I always get
really scared,” Emily said.
For Sainvil, Waid’s is an estab-
lishment dedicated to unity. The
walls of the interior are covered
in vibrant Haitian decor and signs
promoting peace and love. One
sign reads, “We are more than we
think we are.”
Waid’s is the only Haitian res-
taurant and nightclub in Seattle.
Waid described his establishment as
a “gathering place” for the Haitian
community, but emphasized that
the nightclub was open to anyone.
He hopes to see more Seattle U
students at his establishment in
the future.
“
[Waid’s] is a place where, who-
ever you are as a human being, you
can come hang out,” Sainvil said.







AN MBA TO GET
YOU THERE.
The Emerging Leaders MBAat Bentley.
The opportunities you need to launch yourcareer.
The Emerging Leaders MBA is a program designed
specifically for recent or soon-to-be college
graduates. This full-time, two-year program provides
career development, hands-on learning experiences
and a strong business foundation to help prepare you
for a dynamic and successful career.


















After hours email correspondence frustrates workers
Frances Dinger
Editor-in-Chief
In our increasingly connected
world, it is not uncommon for em-
ployers to expect employees to be
accessible via cell phone or email,
often without compensation.
This lack of clear boundaries
between work and private life has
created some concerns that too
much is being expected ofworkers.
In response to those concerns, the
Brazilian government introduced a
law last month that would require
companies to pay overtime to em-
ployees who make or receive work
phone calls or write emails outside
ofnormal office hours.
However, for some jobs, this
would seem to be impractical.
“The framing of after hours is
problematic when you talk about
faculty simply because I am not
sure there is an after hours,” said
communications professor Chris
Paul. “Our jobs are different in that
we don’t have standard work days.”
Paul thinks university faculty
life has never been a 40 hour per
week job and, in some ways, digi-
tal technology can provide certain
Gay marriage may soon be reality in Washington
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
Washington may soon be the
seventh state in the United States
to legalize gay marriage after the
Washington State Senate passed a
bill on Feb. 1.
According to the Washington
Post, the measure was passed on a
28 to 21 vote after nearly an hour
and a halfof debate. As ofnow, the
bill will be passed onto the state
House of Representatives, which
could take action on the legislation
as early as this week.
Governor Chris Gregoire in-
troduced the marriage equality
bill to the public in early January.
As reported by the Seattle Times,
Gregoire, who is Catholic, stated
that she had been uncomfortable
with her public position on the
matter, yet has supported gay mar-
riage since her 2004 election.
“I came to realize the religions
can decide what they want to do,
but it is not okay for the state to
discriminate,” said Gregoire.
Gregoire has said that she will
approve the law, although there
is adamant opposition against
the bill from various groups in
Washington and around the na-
tion. According to Reuter’s,
the National Organization for
Marriage (a nonprofit organization
founded in 2007) has pledged to
provide monetary support for more
conservative opponents when the
four Republican senators who sup-
ported the bill run for reelection.
At the vote, three Democrats
also crossed party lines to vote
against the bill.
Freshman Kylie Spillman be-
lieves that this legislation gives the
gay population ofWashington alot
more freedom, as well as the rights
that they deserve, and hopes the
legislation passes soon.
“My mom is actually gay,” said
advantages in an educational envi-
ronment. Through email, students
can send a question about a test at
1:00 a.m. when they are studying
that the professor can respond to
the next morning instead of hav-
ing to wait until a professor’s office
hours or the next class period.
But university faculty members
are generally exempt employees,
which means they are paid on a
salary and usually have flexible
schedules, whereas non-exempt
employees are paid hourly. These
non-exempt employees are ex-
pected to keep track of the hours
they spend doing work at home so
they can get paid for them, accord-
ing to human resources manager
Ruth Donohue.
“For exempt employees, it is
an individual choice and some ex-
empt employees choose to respond
to emails after hours because they
want to take care of it, check it off
their list,” said Donohue.
There haven’t been any re-
ports ofcollective action at Seattle
University to create more specific
rules for after hours work; some
employees like Donohue even find
the ability to check email at home
Spillman, noting that her mother
has been in a same-sex relationship
for nine years. “So, as soon as it’s
allowed, I’m sure that I’ll be getting
a call to be a bridesmaid.”
Spillman feels that the legisla-
tion will be a stepping-stone for
the rest of the country to also take
action on marriage equality.
“If there’s one more state [that
legalizes gay marriage], it’s one
more step toward an open nation,”
Spillman said.
Siobhan Boyle, co-president of
Seattle University’sTriangle Club,
says that while she and the rest of
the club are excited about the leg-
islation, there are numerous other
goals that she hopes Washington
will be able to achieve.
“Marriage equality is important,
but you can still get fired for being
gay in more than 20 states,” said
Boyle. “Gay marriage being passed
is important, but it’s not the final




Freshman Laura Durand, a
member ofTriangle Club, explains
that the gay community had basi-
cally everything but marriage rights
in the state ofWashington before
the bill was passed.
“What I’ve read is that gay cou-
ples had all the rights as straight
couples on the state level, but they
couldn’t call themselves married,”
said Durand. “To the best of my
knowledge, now that gay marriage
is [nearly] legal, we will have the
same rights as straight couples.”
Durand, who came out last
May, says that the passage of this
legislation went a great deal faster
to be stress-relieving.
The universities are not reflec-
tive of the normal work environ-
ment where schedules might not be
as clearly defined.
“You can’t have someone work-
ing in the dorms say, ‘Yeah, my day
ends at five.’ Can you imagine what
would happen if someone in the
dorms said they were done at five
o’clock on a Friday? There would
be a lot ofmesses to clean up on
Monday,” Paul said.
According to Messaging Wire,
Volkswagen has granted a union
request to restrict emailing outside
ofwork hours.
“In the case of Volkswagen,
the catalyst for change was union
pressure, not government legisla-
tion [like Brazil’s],” wrote John
Duckgeischel. But Volkswagen is
an exception and digital commu-
nications do not appear to be a
wide-reaching union issue at this
point in time.
“I don’t understand why this is
not a union problem,” said Mara
Adelman, a communications pro-
fessor who is concerned with the
ways in which technology saturates
our lives. “I think it also points to
than she thought it would, seeing as
how Gregoire had only announced
her support recently.
“I’m ecstatic about the passage,
but I always thought that this was
very sudden,” Durand said. “As
far as I knew, it was going to take
a couple of years to get through,
but all of a sudden it was being
voted on.”
Durand hopes that more liberal
states in the U.S. will soon follow
suit, but that many conservative
states will never even have the is-
sue brought up.
“[The group of] people who
support gay rights in Washington
is quite large,” Durand said. “Until
[the government decides to legalize
gay marriage] for all the states, I
don’t feel it will be brought up in
how weak our unions are and how
disempowered employees feel ...
especially in this economy where
the employer is king.”
Adelman thinks the notion of
workers’ rights in the digital age
need to be part of the national
agenda, but Paul is concerned that
laws are not necessarily the best
way to deal with it because they
will not develop at the same pace as
the technologies. It would be more
efficient, he says, to reestablish the
socialnorms around media use. He
used the example that movie the-
aters have established the norm that
phones should be turned off dur-
ing the film. But Adelman suggests
that because there is no collective
action, individuals and companies
alikeare ill-equipped to know how
to set those boundaries.
Digital overtime hours are not
just an issue ofcompensation and
boundaries, but a recent study by
PLoS ONE suggests it is an issue of
mental health as well. Employees
who work for 11 or more hours
per day are twice as likely to ex-
perience severe depression. The
Center for Disease Control reports
that American workers devote more
more conservative states.”
However, the legislation is still
under threat from various oppo-
nents. Attorney Stephen Pidgeon
ofEverett has proposed an initiative
to define marriage as only between
a man and a woman, which will
require 241,153 voters’ signatures
by July 6 to secure a spot on the
ballot in November. A referendum
to repeal gay marriage also in the
works needs only 120,577 signa-
tures by June 6.
Asimilar proposition, famously
known as Prop. 8, was voted on in
California in 2010. As reported by
the Associated Press, on Feb. 7, a
three-judge panel of the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
2-1 that a lower court judge was
correct in saying that Prop. 8 was
I the spectator
hours to their jobs than most in
Japan and Western Europe.
While this data is concerning,
digital technologies can also allow
workers to define schedules that are
convenient for them, rather than
being confined to the traditional
nine-to-five.
“This notion of after hours has
a particular idea of what a job is
like
...
that comes from the notion
thatwe punch a clock and come in
for a certain number of hours and
then we leave. I think that notion
is leaving quickly,” Paul said.
As far as students entering the
work force, Paul anticipates stu-
dents in entry-level positions will
be expected to be available when
their employers need them, but
that isn’t necessarily ah expecta-
tion unique to the digital age. For
decades, employees have carried
files home with them in briefcases.
The only difference, Paul suggests,
is that now those employees are car-
rying their files home within their
mobile phones and computers.
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
a violation of civil rights of mem-
bers of the gay community and
was thus unconstitutional. A gay
rights group in Los Angeles, Love
Honor Cherish, is beginning to or-
ganize signatures for a November
ballot initiative to ask voters to
repeal Prop. 8.
As of press time, the House of
Representatives in Washington
plans to vote on the bill on
Wednesday, Feb. 8, at 1 p.m. The
more than 9,300 couples currently
registered as domestic partners will
have two years to either get mar-
ried or dissolve their relationship,
should the measure pass.
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
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Book festival attracts 2,000 in search of meaning
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer
The fourth annual Search for
Meaning Book Festival more than
tripled its number of participants
this year, convening more than
2,000 people from around the
world to campus last Saturday.
The event, hosted by the School
ofTheology and Ministry, garnered
more than 40 nationally and inter-
nationally renowned authors to
speak on issues ofspirituality, faith
and social justice.
Photo courtesy of Chris Joseph Taylor
The Search For Meaning Book Festival 2012 drew large numbers to campus as participants look to
purchase books speaking ofspirituality, faith and meaning from guest sellers like the Elliott Bay Book
Co., pictured at the Pigott atrium. Many authors were on site to sign books for individuals who attended.
Seattle U ranks in top 10 for Peace Corps volunteers
Bianca Sewake
Staff Writer
Seattle U ranked eighth this year
on the Peace Corps Top Colleges
2012 list, a jump from the 23rd
spot on the 2011 list.
“I think it’s partofwhat it means
to be an SU student. We don’t just
talk about social justice, we live it
at SU.... It’s one thing to be aware
of it and it’s another thing to act
on it and make a difference,” said
Christopher Miller, a 2008 alum
and Peace Corps member.
The list categorizes colleges and
the spectator news
According to Director of
Marketing and Communications
Hannah Crivello, the Search for
Meaning concept is rooted in the
vision of Seattle University and
of the School of Theology and
Ministry in particular.
“It’s the idea that all of us are
in this human story together. ...
It’s about creating a space that’s
attractive for people who are not
religious, people who are, and peo-
ple in between to talk about what
human meaning is,” said Crivello,
adding that the festival has now
universities into three sections:
“large” (more than 15,000 un-
dergraduates), “medium” (5,000
to 15,000 undergraduates) and
“small” (less than 5,000 undergrad-
uates). Seattle U is in the “small”
category.
According to the Peace Corps,
Seattle U stands out as the univer-
sity that has made the most jumps
toward the top.
“I have a belief that Seattle U
students are a group ofpeople who
have a very strong commitment to
students and that is more selfless
compared to many others, as a
resonated on an international level,
attracting authors from as far away
as New Zealand.
The festival included three gen-
eral sessions, which each had up-
wards of 10 different presentations
happening at once. Thesepresenta-
tions ranged from talks on “How
Enlightened Masculinity Could
Save the World” to “Muhammad
on the Mountain.”
The Search for Meaning’s special
session highlighted a discussion be-
tween a Mormon andan Evangelical
Christian — two religious groups
group,” said Linda Zahava, regional
representative in the Seattle Peace
Corps office.
Zahava recruits at Seattle U al-
most everymonth, where she holds
information sessions about joining
the Peace Corps. Those students
interested in joining go online to
complete and submit theirapplica-
tion, which takes a year to process.
Those qualified will then receivean
assignment.
“Assignments are 27 months.
Usually the first approximately
three months of that is in-country
training. Most volunteers will live
with a host family and, during that
three months, it will be a lot of in-
tense language training, technical
training that will be specific to the
type of work volunteers will be
doing in their communities,” said
Peace Corps public affairs specialist
Melanie Forthun.
After three months of training,
the volunteers live for two years
in their assigned community and
work on different projects. These
projects include education, health
and HIV/AIDS treatment and
prevention, agriculture, environ-
mental, business development and
youth development.
Student motives for enlisting in
Peace Corps vary.
“Overall, we tend to see a lot
of students joining because they
have an interest in cross-cultural
experiences, they have a commit-
ment to service and also, the Peace
Corps is a great way to launch an
that do riot typically see eye-to-eye.
Both speakers talked about why
such animosity exists between the
two religions, and the side effects
ofthat antagonism.
“It’s not about converting one
another.... We need to be generous
to all faiths and always leave some
room forholy envy,” said Reverend
I think frugality and
resourcefulness
have really been the




Additionally, the festival held
interactive expression areas, prayer
spaces, a book signing and live art-
ists and musicians who expressed
their personal search for mean-
ing. The event’s key speakers were
Mary Oliver, a Pulitzer-prize win-
ning poet and author of “Evidence
and Swan: Poems andProse Poems”
and JamesMartin, S.J., a NewYork
Times best-selling author and the
chaplain of the Emmy and Peabody
Award-winningseries “The Colbert




teers worked on the event, and the
authors, besides the key speakers,
also donated their time without
payment. According to Crivello,
international career,” Forthun said.
Not only that, but the Seattle U
education can be attributed to the
students who get involved.
“Going to Seattle U was an op-
portunity to really be exposed to
issues ofsocial justice and poverty
and also to really think about what’s
going on in the world. We live in
global communities and the op-
portunity to join the Peace Corps
came from my experiences at SU...




.“It’s a combination of the global
focus that Seattle U has.
...
The
more people study abroad and see
the world, the more they want to
volunteer and make a difference.
It’s a combination ofwhat Seattle
University provides for students
in terms of international studies
and study abroad and then when
students find out how much need
there are,” Zahava said.
Regardless of the reason, joining
the Peace Corps can be beneficial
for students.
“As a strategy for later employ-
ment, it’s wonderful because the
Peace Corps gives you language
skills and interculturalcompetence
skills, skills in projects and getting
things done. So it’s a great train-
ing ground for any career,” said
Victoria Jones, associate provost
for global engagement.
The students also gain an expe-
rience that not only affects them,
spectator
assembling the festival was a col-
laborative effort from the School
ofTheology and Ministry.
“I think frugality and resource-
fulness have really been the name
of the game in making the festival
happen,” Crivello said.
Besides utilizing the university’s
resources, the program was par-
tially funded by two title sponsors,
Donald and Lilyan Snow, who to-
gether donated a sum ofmoney in
order to make the event possible.
Mark Markuly, dean of the
School of Theology and Ministry,
who dreamt up the program four
years ago, likened the preparations
Planning for the next
year’s festival starts just
about the next day.
for theevent to the preparations for
a Mardi Gras festival.
“Planning for next year’s festi-
val starts just about the next day,”
said Markuly.
He also added that the project
hopes to have launched a Search
for Meaning mobile application in
order to bring together the network
ofnow 300-plus authors who have
participated in the festival.
Jordan may be reached at
jmeyers@su-spectator.com
but creates an impact on wherever
they serve.
“You’re moving into that com-
munity and you’re integrating with
that community. You eat what they
eat, you do what they do — it’s re-
ally a process of integration so that
a lot of trust and respect is built
up,” Zahava said. “It’s very unusual
for a young person to live so com-
pletely out of context, where they
don’t have their friends or their
family to define them. It sets an
opportunity for personal growth
to get to know yourself to really
see how your values work in the
work in the world. ... You learn to
live a simplerlife and it’s sometimes
hard to come back to American cul-
ture where people are rushing and
multi-tasking. It’s life changing.”
“I had an amazing experience.
Working with people and learning
about their life and how I can help
them,” Miller said. “It was a life
changing experience. My perspec-
tive on the world has changed. ...
It definitely had a positive experi-
ence on my life. It’s something that
I look back on and feel a sense to
continue to give back because of
the experiences I’ve had.”
The full listing of the Peace
Corps Top Colleges 2012 list
can be found on the Peace
Corps website.
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
Mark Markuly
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Farm co-op brings organic feed to Central District
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
In their efforts to support ur-
ban agriculture, the Seattle Farm
Co-op offers classes as a resource
to local farmers. “How to Milk a
Goat” is just one of the classes they
have offered. It was accompanied
by a tutorial on how to make cheese
and another on processing your
own chickens.
“[We] look at urban farming
as, maybe not a solution to the
world’s problems, but a way to
contribute to more sustainable liv-
ing.” said co-founder of the co-op
Charmaine Slaven.
The co-op began with local
chicken owner Amy Stevenson’s
frustrations at chicken feed. Unable
to find feed that was local, organic
and affordable, Stevenson decided
to open the co-op.
it was very expensive for anything
local and organic,” Stevenson said.
She joined a listserv titled
Outrage over cheap chalk,
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
When professors and students
came back to Seattle University
after winter break, only one thing
had changed.
wasn’t pleased.
“It was very poorly made, it
shattered regularly,” said Madsen.
“It was just really bad stuff.”
After expressing his frustrations
through an email, Madsen realized
he wasn’t the only professor who
was upset.
“I had one faculty person write
me, she’s a French teacher, and she
said she
... was teaching the stu-
dents the verb ‘to sneeze’ because
there was so much dust in the air
from [the chalk] .”
According to Rhonda Woods,
the Academic Program Manager in
the College of Arts and Sciences
Dean’s Office, facilities began using
different chalk because the vendor
the school normally buys from
stopped carrying Crayola chalk
in white.
Because of the negative feed-
back, however, the school found a
way to supply that chalk.
“I noticed that we now, at least
in the classroom that I teach with
the chalkboard, have the Crayola
chalk back,” Madsen said.
The chalk problem affected
many professors on campus be-
cause, although some professors on
campus have made the transition
to high-tech teaching aids, many




Dan Washburn, said that many
professors use the blackboards be-
cause it is what they are comfort-
able with and this makesany tran-
sition to technology use difficult.
“It’s a slower transition and
sometimes it’s even slower in the
university environment because
you have a broad spectrum of
February 8. 2012
“I could find chicken feed but
The chalk.
And Professor David Madsen
“Chicken Lovers of Seattle” as a
way to gauge local interest.
Immediately, chicken enthusi-
asts supported Stevenson’s idea.
“Lots of people said ‘Oh,
organic would be great, make sure
you get feeders and waters; we need
hay.’ They just started throwing
things at me, asking ifI could do
goats and rabbits,” Stevenson said.
They just started
throwing things at me,
asking if I could do
goats and rabbits
It began as a sort of buying
club and was run off ofStevenson’s
front porch. Community members
faculty that are teaching in various
different ways,” said Washburn.“So
it’s a tricky thing on a campus to
still be able to facilitate older for-
mats but still also be able to accom-
modate newer technologies too.”
The Office of Information
Technology (OIT) does regular
updates on the technology installed
in the classrooms yet still maintains
older equipment. With the control
panels they installed to activate the
different pieces oftechnology, OIT
can track what is being used. Such
information can help them adapt to
the needs of the professors.
But not everyone thinks the
technology is effective.
Madsen said PowerPoint is
too mechanical and he rarely uses
Loren Elliott | The Spectator
Senior Aziz Yuldashev works with an oscilloscope in an electrical engineering lab on Thursday, Jan. 26. These intricate pieces of tech-
nology are essential learning tools for engineering students like Yuldashev.
Amy Stevenson
Co-op Co-founder
would put in requests and pre-pay
for their orders. Each neighbor-
hood then had a leader who was
in charge ofpicking up the feed for
the members in their area.
As interest began to grow, how-
ever, the leaders couldn’t fit all the
necessary feed in their cars and
Stevenson’s husband was becom-
ing impatient with having tons
of chicken feed stacked on their
porch. It was time to move to a
larger location.
They started in the SODO area
but recently moved to the Central
District where they currently have
200 official members and serve
more than 700 others. The life-
time membership fee is $50, but
Stevenson offers a variety of ways
for people to pay it.
“One, you can just write a
check, $50, and be done with
it,” she said. “Or you can have a
monthly payment or you can pay
half of it, $25, and then work off
the other $25.”
anything except the chalkboard.
“I will occasionally get on the
web
...
if I’ve found a particularly
good map,” Madsen said. “But I’ve




they keep [a projector] running
here because theyknow I’m going
to ask for one.”
OIT acknowledges that pro-
fessors each have their own way
of teaching and are at different
With a staff that is 100 percent
faculty demands Crayola
volunteer, this sort of deal works
out well for all involved.
“Most people that want to vol-
unteer have a pretty good idea and
knowledge ofthe product and the
[We] look at urban
farming as...a way to
contribute to more
sustainable living
feeds and where things are coming
from,” said volunteer and buyer
Christy Cusick.
Not only do members get a dis-
count on all of the co-op’s items,
but they also get free or discount-
ed prices on classes and entrance
into any community events spon-
sored by the co-op. Passionate as
comfort levels in using the avail-
able technology.
“In some cases it takes a little bit
ofresearch and planning to adjust
your teaching and curriculum to
work around newer technologies,”
Washburn said. “It could possibly
be a fear or resentment of technol-
ogy, but that’s what we’re here for,
to help people start using newer
technologies and that way they can
better teach the student.”
Alan Gojdics, directorof learn-
ing technologies, recognizes that it
isn’t practical to expect every class-
room to have the same amount
of technology.
“It’s inefficient and cumbersome
to have all of them installed every-
where,” he said. “We’re working to
Charmaine Slaven
Co-op Co-Founder
news | the spectator
they are about the co-op’s success,
Stevenson and Slaven only put in
10 to 20 hours a weekat the co-op.
For them, it is a part-time job they
don’t get paid for. Though they en-
joy the work they do, they hope to
hire employees in the future.
“In the meantime what we’re
doing is working and it’s keeping
the doors open and keeping chick-
ens fed,” Slaven said. “It’s also, I
think, helped make urban farm-
ing in Seattle an attainable thing
that’s not just ahobby for the upper
middle class but is an actual way for
a family to produce some of their
own food.”
The Seattle Farm Co-op is cur-
rently located on the corner of
Jackson Street and 18th Avenue. A
full calendar of its hours and class
opportunities are available online
at www.seattlefarmcoop.com.
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
make sure that the right ones are
there for the right people.”
OIT hopes professors can
use the technology to be able
to increase learning outside of
the classroom.
“The physical classroom is re-
ally expanding with technology,”
Gojdics said.
Recognizing that preferences
are different among the professors,
OIT is trying to ensure that the
options are available when needed.




ASSU looking for higher voter turnout from new rep
■HHHg 10or 15 already, which
(■■■I is blowing my mind. 1
wish we could get that
many people to re-
spond to anything else
we send out. This is good,’’said
Wieliczkiewicz.
Although ASSU is pleased with
the amount of applicants, Alcedo
wants applicants to know that
by committing to this job, they
are committing to transforming
the program.
“[The secretary ofelections] is
responsible for getting the packets
ready to be sent out to candidates,
collecting them, making sure ev-
eryone is doing everything they’re
supposed to,” said Alcedo.
In addition to these responsi-
bilities, the strategies to get more
students more involved will have
to change as well. Despite ASSU’s
attempts at raising awareness of
events and elections via email and
events, students still do not place
an importance on taking the time
Obama demands colleges lower tuition,
Daniel Bentson
Staff Writer
President Obama last week an-
nounced his plan to make college
more affordable by extending fed-
eral financial aid to students and
encouraging schools to keep the
cost ofeducation low.
The Obama administration is
the spectator news
to vote.
“I think a lot of students just
don’t care. They don’t think their
vote matters, which I mean in the
fall, some people won their posi-
tion by four or five votes. So it does
big time ... They don’t care, or they
don’tknow or they think they have
Students don’t vote
a lot...because...they
don’t really know how it
is going to affect them.
better things to do-there’s a pletho-
ra ofreasons,” said Wieliczkiewicz.
“The reasons students don’t
vote a lot is because maybe they
urging schools to lower costs by
tying the amount of aid available
to students on-campus to the af-
fordability of the school. The
administration is also requiring
colleges and universities to cre-
ate a summary sheet of their fi-
nancial aid packages, as well as
post-graduate earning and em-
ployment statistics in an easy-to-
Caley deNevers
Freshman
don’t really know how it’s goingto
affect them. I feel like the cause and
effect ofthe voting is not really im-
mediate,” deNevers said. “Students
don’t see enough immediate effect
ofASSU. They don’t really see what
ASSU is doing or why it matters.”
To bridge this gap, ASSU is al-
ready formulating new plans.
“we’re going to really try and
pump... up [the meet and greet]
this year ... There will be a moder-
ator asking questions to the candi-
dates to kind ofkeep them on their
toes, so it’s not just a set speech,”
Wieliczkiewiczsaid.
ASSU is also trying to respond
to the students who claim to be
unaware of the candidates.
We’re also going to have a vot-
er’s pamphlet available ...I agree
that they may not know, but at the
same time, their bios are also online
and I think people are too lazy to
click next to it. But we’re going to
meet them where they’re at. Were
going to hand them a pamphlet
consume form.
“So, let me put colleges and
universities on notice: If you can’t
stop tuition from going up, the
funding you get from taxpayers
will go down,” said Obama in
his State of the Union address on
Jan. 24.
If approved by Congress, the
amount of federal money available
so they have the option of having
something physical in theirhand as
well,” Wieliczkiewiczsaid.
However, making use of both
technology and tangible material
to communicate with the students
would be more helpful, rather than
focusing on just one outlet to re-
lease information.
“The problem is for events,
I [hope to see] at least
two people running
for every position and
30 percent voting
people don’t go to events because
they have other things they’re do-
ing on any given night or anything.
for Perkins loans (federally subsi-
dized, need-based loans adminis-
tered by individual schools) would
grow from the current $1 billion to.
$8 billion, bumpingthe number of
schools that can offer Perkins loans
from 1,700 to 4,000. In his State
of the Union address, the President
also hinted that he plans to double
the number of work-study jobs
over the next five years and offer
an extension of interest rates on
student loans.
[If tuition doesn’t stop]
going up, the funding
you get from taxpayers
will go down
Increasing the Perkins loans
would not increase the federal
budget, as Perkins loans are repaid
with interest over a 10-year period.
“Other parts of the plan —■ like
doubling the number of work-
study jobs, and keeping the interest
rate on subsidized Stafford loans at
the current 3.4 percent — would
be expensive,” said NewYork Times
reporter Tamar Lewin in her article
titled “Obama Plan Links College
Aid With Affordability.”
While nearly everyone is in
favor ofkeeping education afford-
able, some in the higher education
community balked at the idea of
tightening the federal leash on
schools. Colleges and universities
are being asked to increase enroll-
ment and extend financial aid at
a time when states are clamping
down on education budgets. Some
fear the result of the affordability
fervor will be decreasing quality
ofeducation.
Furthermore, because public





I think email and the website are
the best way, like the Facebook
page would be the best way of
communicating withthe students,”
deNevers said.
ASSU is hopeful that the new
secretary of elections will be able
to help with these issues.
“[I hope to see] at least two
people running for every position,
30 percent voting. I want people
to know I want people to come
out to events. I want to have an
engaged student body with these
elections, more than anything,”
Wieliczkiewiczsaid.
Applications for the secretary
ofelections position will close this
Friday, Feb. 10. Candidates will be
selected by Feb. 22, and elections
will be held within the first two
weeks ofspring quarter.
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
cut costs
to state budget cuts, some fear they
will be unfairly jeopardized by the
Obama administration’s plan to re-
ward with federal aid those schools
thatkeep tuition from growing.
Keeping in mind that more
than 70 percent ofcollege students
in the United States attend public
universities, states will be asked to
take the burden of that education
back onto their shoulders.
These schools get their money
from various sources, tuition in-
cluded, but endowments and
alumni donations also contribute
to the budget. The largest source
of income for public institutions,
however, is state governments, and
when a state experiences economic
strife, spending on education goes
down and tuition must go up.
“Judging a school’s efficiency
solely on the basis of the tuition
it charges can thus be misleading,
because it doesn’t take into account
the level ofstate funding an institu-
tion receives. Nor is it aparticularly
good indicator of effectiveness in
improving student outcomes, be-
The plan includes huge
increases in federal
college loan funding
cause many students leave college
for reasons unrelated to tuition
costs,” reported the Baltimore Sun.
Some have likened Obama’s
competition-for-aid scenario to No
Child Left Behind, in that in order
to incentivize excellence, the fed-
eral government will foster those
programs that are performing well,
despite the fact that these are the
very programs least in need ofcare.
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‘Halftime in America’ ad creates political debate
Corey Williams
Associated Press
DETROIT (AP) — People
rarely pick a fight with Dirty
Harry. But Chrysler's "Halftime
in America" ad featuring quintes-
sential tough guy Clint Eastwood
has generated fierce debate about
whether it accurately portrays
the country's most economically
distressed city or amounts to a
campaign ad for President Barack
Obama and the auto bailouts.
The 2-minute ad holds up
Detroit as a model for American
recovery while idealistic images of
families, middle class workers and
factories scroll across the screen.
"People are out of work and
they're hurting," the 81-year-old
Eastwood says in. his trademark
gravelly voice. "And they're all
wondering what they're gonna do
to make a comeback. And we're all
scared because this isn't a game.
The people ofDetroit know a little
something about this. They almost
lost everything. But we all pulled
together. Now, Motor City is fight-
ing again.”
Conservatives, including GOP
strategist Karl Rove, criticized
the ad as a not-so-thinly veiled
endorsement of the federal gov-
ernment's auto industry bailouts.
Others questioned basing a story
of economic resurgence in a city
that remains in fiscal disarray, with
a $200 million budget deficit and
cash flow concerns that have it
fending offa state takeover.
But is it political? That depends
on who you ask.
"I can't stop anybody from
February 8, 2012
associating themselves with a mes-
sage, but it was not intended to be
any type of political overture on
our part," Chrysler ChiefExecutive
Sergio Marchionne told WJR-AM
in Detroit. "You know, we're just
an ingredient of a big machine
here in this country that makes us
go on."
Last year was a pivotal turn-
around year for Chrysler, which
nearlycollapsed in 2009. The com-
pany and its financial arm needed
a $12.5 billion government bail-
out and a trip through bankruptcy
protection to survive. Chrysler has
since repaid its U.S. and Canadian
government loans by refinancing
them, but the U.S. government
says it lost about $1.3 billion on
the deal.
The ad with Eastwood, who
previously publicly slammed the
auto bailout, follows a highly
popular one that aired last Super
Bowl featuring hip-hop star and
Detroit-native Eminem driving a
Chrysler 200 through stark city
streets — and introduced the tag-
line "Imported From Detroit."
This time around, the focuswas
on faces and factories — far less
on cars. Monday editions of USA
Today came wrapped in a four-
page ad that featuresEastwood and
images from the commercial. Italso
touts investments outside Detroit,
specifically in Belvidere, 111., where
it's making the new Dodge Dart.
That ad notes the company is
"doing our part to move America
forward. To help win this country's
second half for all of us."
But despite "Halftime in
America's" celebration of Detroit,
none of the new footage was
filmed in that city, said Wieden
+ Kennedy, the Portland, Ore.,
agency that produced the ad. The
portions of the commercial featur-
ing Eastwood were filmed in the
Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum
and the rest of the production was
shot in New Orleans and Northern
California. The ad does feature pre-
viously filmed footage of Detroit,
said Dianna Gutierrez, a Chrysler
spokeswoman.
"It was very powerful, not only
for Detroit but for the country
and also for Chrysler," said Allen
Adamson, a managing director
at brand consulting firm Landor
Associates Adamson. "Of all the
three, Chrysler was the least likely
I think the history
of Detroit is one
that is gritty.
to succeed, the least likely to sur-
vive the storm. And they have
come out with potentially the
strongest story."
Adamson also compared the
spot to Ronald Reagan’s "Morning
in America" ad in 1984, which
tried to capture a feeling of
American optimism during his
re-election campaign. Reagan's ad
showed images ofpeople going to
work, buying homes, and getting
Dave Bing
Mayor, Detroit
married in greater numbers.
Rove told Fox News on
Mondaythat he was "offended" by
Chrysler's ad, saying it amounted
to "using our tax dollars to buy
corporate advertising and the best-
wishes of the management which is
benefited by getting a bunch ofour
money that they'll never pay back."
Obama spokesman Jay Carney
told the AP that the White House
had no role in the ad's production,
but said it pointed out "a simple
fact,which is that the auto industry
in this country was on its back and
potentiallypoised to liquidate three
years ago."
"This president made decisions
that were not very popular at the
time that were guided by two im-
portant principles," Carney said.
"One, that he should do what he
could to ensure that one million
jobs would not be lost and, two,
that the American automobile
industry should be able to thrive
globally if the right conditions
were created, and that included the
kinds ofreforms and restructuring
that Chrysler and GM undertook
in exchange for the assistance from
theAmerican taxpayer."
Eastwood, a fiscal conservative
who is more liberal on social issues
including gay marriage and envi-
ronmental protections, has mixed
with politics before. The former
nonpartisan mayor of Carmel,
Calif., who supported GOP presi-
dential contender John McCain in
2008, told the Los Angeles Times
last November that he can't ever
recall voting for a Democrat for
president but expressed admiration
for California's Democratic Gov.
news the spectator
Jerry Brown.
On Monday, he told Fox News
he is "certainly not politically affili-
' ated with Mr. Obama."
"It was meant to be a message
just about job growthand the spirit
ofAmerica," Eastwood said of the
Chrysler ad. "I think all politicians
will agree with it. I thought the
spiritwas OK."
Eastwood's longtime manager
Leonard Hirshan told the AP that
any stance Eastwood took on the
auto bailout "has nothing to do
with the commercial." He said the
actor donated his fee from the com-
mercial to a charity in Monterey,
Calif., near where he lives.
DetroitMayor Dave Bing called
Chrysler's ad a bit ofpositive pub-
lic relations for a city that rarely
pats itselfon the back.
"I think the history in Detroit
is one that is gritty. People have
been down, but they get back up
and they don't quit," Bing said.
"Chrysler, they've been down more
than once and they have not quit
and they've come back."
Analyst Bill Carroll of New
York-based Katz Media called
the ad effective American and
industry boosterism.
"I don't know that I would
consider it political, other than if
being pro-American is political,
then it's political," Carroll said. "If
underscoring the fact that the auto
industry has made a significant
comeback and is bringing back
manufacturing jobs to the U.S. is
political, then so be it."
Whoever needs to be the
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Monday, Jan. 30, 8:40 a.m.
Student fainted during class; evaluated bySFD
medics and escorted home by DPS.
Welfare Check
Monday, Jan. 30, 8:30 p.m.
Six students reported flu-like symptomsto HRL
& DPS after eating at the Bistro; no transport
necessary.
Safety Assist - Elevator
Monday, Jan.30, 9:40 p.m.
Elevator not working; Elevator contractor con-
tacted for service.
Welfare Check
Tuesday, Jan. 31,12:15 am
Spouse reported being unable to reach
student; Student reached by DPS, reported
everything was alright.
Harassment
Tuesday, Jan. 31,11:20 a.m.
Commuter student reported ongoing
unwanted harassment and property damage
by non-affiliate.
Medical Assist
Tuesday, Jan. 31, 8:45 p.m.
the spectator
et cetera
Student reported burn on leg from university
boiling water dispenser;student was evaluated
bySFD who recommended thestudent follow
up with a physician as needed.
Medical Assist
Tuesday, Jan. 31, 9:20 p.m.
Student requested escort to local hospital for
minor allergicreaction. DPS escorted student.
Medical Assist
Wednesday, Feb. 1, 9:50 a.m.
Health Center reported student experiencing
trouble breathing; DPS & SFD responded.
Student declined medical transport and was
instructed to rest.
Theft
Wednesday, Feb. 1,10:20 a.m.
Employee reported unattended bike bag
removed from outside vehicle.
Medical Assist
Wednesday, Feb. 1, 2:45 p.m.
Student reported difficulty breathing; SFD‘eval-
uated the student and DPS provided escortto
Swedish Hospital.
Accident
Wednesday, Feb. 1, 4 p.m.
Student reported slipping and falling after
Nicole Nagao
Sophomore, Pre-Engineering
“Honestly, I don’t think it’s
that big of a deal. I feel like the
Super Bowl audience is mature
enough.”
“I think neither is damaging. I think the
Super Bowl is a reflection of American
society.”
walking off the main pathway; declined medi-
cal attention.
Safety Assist - Other
Wednesday, Feb. 1, 9:55 p.m.
DPS located water flow relay switch inhibited
from normal condition by foreign item; item
removed, system reset.
Medical Assist
Thursday, Feb. 2, 2:40 p.m.
Student tripped over computer cord and sus-
tained abrasion above forearm; declined medi-
cal attention.
Theft
Thursday, Feb. 2, 6:05 p.m.
Student reported theft of unattended
textbooks.
Medical Assist
Thursday, Feb. 2, 8 p.m.
Student complained of tingling and numbness
on hand; DPS escorted to hospital.
Narcotics
Friday, Feb. 3, 9:40 p.m.
DPS/HRL contacted residence about burning
odor; occupants documented for marijuana.
Michael Dulka
Junior, Creative Writing
“Skimpy dancers. They make
little girls act like sluts.”




Saturday, Feb. 4, 9 a.m.
SPD and DPS responded to a disturbance in
which a non-affiliate male was yelling at con-
struction workers. SPD calmed the male and
warned him. The male returned to residence:
Medical Assist
Saturday, Feb. 4,10 a.m.
Conference guest tripped and fell on campus
mall; declined medical attention.
Indecent Exposure
Saturday, Feb. 4,12:30 p.m.
SPD and DPS responded to a non-affiliate
male taking his clothes offand fondling himself
in the street. SPD called an ambulance and
took the person into custody for mental health
evaluation.
Mischief
Sunday, Feb. 5,12 a.m,
DPS located several incidents of graffiti on
campus; Facilities contacted.
Reckless Endangerment
Sunday, Feb. 5,10:15 am.
DPS employee reported vehicle being driven
at high rate of speed with pedestrians present.
Tiana Quitugua
Sophomore, Communications
“Flicking people off is one thing,
but exploiting women is a little
more damaging.”
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Student and faculty staff tickets are distributedat KeyArena ongame day
Students enterthrough a special student gatenear the,bus drop-off location on the West sideofKey Arena off 1st AveNorth. Studentsreceive onecomplimentary admis-
sion by showjng. 3 valid ID. Students can purchase guest passesfor the student section at the West boxoffice for $4
Students that prefer to sitwith faroiiy should showthe student ID at time of purchase at theEast Box Office and willreceive an adjacent complimentary ticket.
Faculty and Staff can claim upto tickets at a special ticket windowon the. East side ofKeyArena Adjacent tickets canbe purchased for diediscounted
price of $8 The box office opens 90 minutes before game time
Complimentary shottfejransportatfctt toKey Arena begins at 5:30pm. and mris continuously from theSU crest a! the MarionStreet Entrance toKey Arena West entrance
' ffstAveN) until30 minutes after the men s basketball game concludes.
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Determining fair use at SU
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
This academic year, the Seattle University campus is
becoming hyper aware of copyright’s limits on educa-
tion as faculty members and library staff experience the
effects of copyright guidelines that are “way behind the
digital age.”
Chris Paul always took advantage
of the library’s online reserve sys-








posted on the li-
brary website and
the PDF download-
ed with a password.
This quarter, online
reserve options are no
longer available for many
of Paul’s sources because
the service would now violate
copyright. Instead, the circula-
tion desk holds one physical copy
of the necessary readings for stu-
dents to share.
Chris Paul described the situation as “obnoxious,”
but has not turned to SUpercopy’s course readers because
of their high prices. Until now, online reserves
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“I think that students have paid for access in their
tuition to a wide variety ofpieces of information that are
available in the library,” Paul said of preferring reserves.
Lawsuit spurs library to
reevaluate procedures
This academic year the circulation desk has seen an
influx of reserve requests in response to recent copy-
right scares at Seattle U. In May 2011, the American
Psychological Association, Pearson Education Inc. and
Sage Publication Inc. Filed a lawsuit against Copy
Mart for alleged copyright infringement. Earlier
this academic year, faculty also received emails
explaining how to utilize Angel without
violating copyright, according to Senior
Library Technician Aaron Morgan.
Raising copyright awareness among
faculty members, the scares in-
spired more professors to hand
\ over their course materials to
\ the library than usual.
“I think because of the
present environment and be-
cause it’s on everybody’s radar
now, people are thinking in [copyright]
terms more where they didn’t have to before,”
Morgan said.
Problems arise in most cases of subsequent use, when
professors choose to re-use materials they have used in
the past. Copyright must be cleared and money must
be spent to do so. Professors can clear copyright by con-
tacting the publisher for permission or purchasing some
form of the desired material.
Morgan cites the concept of subsequent use as the
biggest obstacle for professors dealing with reserves.
“Subsequent use is really the stumbling block for the
majority of faculty that are using our online stuff. They
want to keep using the same materials over and over
again but because of the nature of where we’re at with
copyright law...we try to facilitate, but we may not al-
ways be able to,” Morgan said.
Jeffrey Staley focuses on religion and film in his
Catholic Imagination class, but often has trouble grant-
ing his students’ access to the necessary DVDs. Staley
recently wrote a letter to the library expressing a need
for an online resource that would
allow DVDs to be uploaded and
accessed with a password.
Uploading the content online
would likely be copyright
infringement, but the li-
brary has a limited num-
ber of copies at the
circulation desk. /xX, /
/ % 0/\X* 4%, . /
7 X^X6
x>/
21st century media suffers
under 18th century laws
“It’s really difficult to teach a classrelated to film and
not have the films available...for me, and for anyone
teaching film, it certainly would be nicer to use some
sort of online, web-based resource,” Staley said.
Until copyright catches up with the 21st cen-
tury, faculty and staff will continue to work with
the limitations.
Morgan operates the circulation desk and problem
solves one-on-one with professors like Paul to ensure
that the materials they request can be made available
both in the library and online for free. In Paul’s case,
Morgan had exhausted all free and legal methods within
the online system. Because of the number of times Paul
used the materials in question prior to this quarter,
online access to these materials was no longer protected
by the doctrine of fair use.
Morgan resorted to the old-fashioned reserve until
an alternative option can be implemented.
“We were able to facilitate all of the readings
that [Paul’s students] normally have. They just don’t
have them electronically for right now. We’re look-
ing into other avenues of providing those for them,”
Morgan said.
Cost of copyright can be
prohibitive
Likely avenues include paying to clear the copyright
or purchasing an electronic book, neither of which
Paul considers ideal.
“Clearing copyright for the stuff








unnecessary because you’re paying for it twice,”
Paul said.
Just like Paul and the library staff, the country is be-
ginning to recognize that copyright law has not kept up
with the Information Age. With pushes for legislation
like the Stop Online PiracyAct (SOPA) and the recently
released ARL document, the government is addressing
digital age copyright blunders for the first time since
the rapid growth of the Internet.
It seems that Seattle U is doing the same.
Kelly may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com





SEAC’s Battle of the Bands is just around
the corner, with applications due at 7 p.m.
this Friday. The performance itselfwill be
March 3 in Campion Ballroom.
Last year the judges’choice award went to
Kithkin, who were rewarded with a chance
to play on the main stage at Quadstock. This
year the stakes are even higher, and the three
bands the judges like best will be playing at
Capitol Hill hotspot Chop Suey, while the
crowd favorite (voting will occur via text)
will play Quadstock.
With such enticing prizes, the competi-
tion will be fierce, but the mastermind be-




The middle finger is one of
the oldest obscene gestures in his-
tory. Popularized in Greco-Roman
civilization, the gesture spread
thanks to the widespread influ-
ence of those respective empires.
The extended middle finger was
originally intended to represent
an aggressive, erect phallus.
On Sunday, M.I.A. briefly
flipped the bird on the live televi-
sion broadcast ofSuperbowl XLVI
during Madonnas halftime show,
which funnily enough, was Greco-
Roman themed.
The NFL, NBC and the FCC
are up in arms about the inci-
dent, and M.I.A. (real name Maya
Arulpragasm) is potentially facing
a major fine. While the major or-
ganizations behind the Superbowl
decried M.I.A.S hand gesture, they
seemed completely okay with let-
ting the aggressive, erect phalluses
of its advertisers run wild.
Teleflora, a flower delivery
company, ran a spot featuring
Victoria’s Secret model Adriana
Lima as she slowly slipped on
stockings in a little black dress,
put on high heels, and applied
makeup. As the music in the
background sighs and moans,
Lima turns to the camera and
says in her thick South American
accent, “Guys, Valentine’s Day is
not that complicated. Give, and
you shall receive,” with the raise
of an eyebrow.
Ifthat didn’t set women’s issues
back farenough foryou, GoDaddy.
com sure tried to lower the bar
even further. In a particularly
tactful ad, two women (Danica
Patrick and Jillian Michaels) in
GoDaddy jumpsuits have a con-
versation about “who wouldn’t no-
tice a hot model in body paint?”
as a nude model stands silently
in heels on a platform, submit-
ting to the transformation of her
body into a billboard for cheap
domain names.
Then Fiat, somehow, managed
to one up GoDaddy.
The ad, entitled “Seduction,”
plays as follows: A doofy looking
the spectator
entertainment
man walks down the street and
notices a woman (who looks sus-
piciously like AdrianaLima) bend-
ing down fixing her high-heeled
shoes. He stops, and creepily leers
at the woman, who suddenly
notices him. She begins angrily
shouting at him in unintelligible
Italian, which then turns quickly
into breathy, seductive Italian,
which then turns into white cof-
fee foam spilling on the woman’s
chest (really?) and her finger on
the man’s lips. Then suddenly, as
the man leans into kiss this for-
eign, mysterious woman, who has
rapidly come on to him because he
leered at her, she disappears. The
man realizes she was actually the
new Fiat 500 Abarth all along. The
woman was a car.
If it’s “family friendly” to
have objectified, naked models
with ads written on them, and
white foam dripping down car/
women’s cleavage, it’s hard to see
why M.I.A.’s middle finger isn’t
“family friendly.”
When it comes down to it,
M.I.A. probably shouldn’t have
flipped America the bird. She
signed a contract and agreed to
appear in Madonna’s bloated half-
time pop-circus. However, that’s
not the point.
The point is, it’s time for
America to face facts and realize
that in 2012, the middle finger
just isn’t that risque. Let’s quit
kidding ourselves and realize that
we’ve already upped our own
game. The middle finger is 1950s
risque. Nowadays we have to com-
pete with Teleflora, GoDaddy.com
and Fiat for how outrageously of-
fensive we can be, not M.I.A.
M.I.A. is practically
Mr. Rogers.
The British pop star of Sri
Lankan descent is most commonly
known for her hit “Paper Planes,”
but has also vocally fought
for the rights of immi- ,
grants and citizens of/
third-world countries
with her music since
the early 2000s. Her
songs breach topics like
asylum for refugees of
war-torn countries,
Bands applications due this week
The woman in charge is junior
Rachel Whitcomb.
“In the past it’s been very prize-driven,”
said Whitcomb. “This year my hope is
to make it more of a celebration of SU’s
music community.”
Battle of the Bands is a chance for the
Seattle University community to showcase
musicians and students turn out in force.
Last year the audience numbered 500 and
this year is expected to be even bigger.
Students and musicians alike look to
Batde of the Bands as a chance to get exposed
to brand new, homegrown music.
Ian McCutcheon played in the winning
band last year.
“The whole school turns out to sup-
port their friends,” said McCutcheon. “I’ve
finger of Maya Arulpragasm
poverty, and even human rights
abuses. Her most recent music
video for the song “Bad Girls”
takes on women’s rights in
Arabic countries by depicting
scenes of women in Burqas
doing burnouts, donuts, and
a slew ofother car tricks out /
in the street.
M.I.A. has been th'
subject of character as-
sassination before,
subject to a damning
New York Times
profile in 2010?
and a number of
other publications
that have taken is-
sue with her vocal
activism and out-
spoken opinions.
It’s a rarity in








discovered great bands from around SU.”
And it’s this kind of discovery that
Whitcomb is hoping to generate.
“Everyone can walk away havingenjoyed
these bands. Theywill become SU household
names,” Whitcomb said.
For developing college bands, exposure
and recognition is what they need most. A
showcase like Battle of the Bands is some-
thing they look forward to all year.
Alex Barr was also a member ofKithkin,
last year’s winning band.
“For us [Kithkin], it really exposed us to
the SU community,” said Barr. “It was the
best gift we could have received.”
Whitcomb, a music lover who takes
commitment to the community seriously,
has a vision, and it’s one that goes well
beyond any particular band. She wants
to change the whole way we enjoy local
music at Seattle U.
“SU is really into music,” Whitcomb
said, “but a lot of the way we celebrate
it is off-campus. I’d like bands to be
known by name throughout SU students.
I don’t want all that musical talent and
community to take place off-campus at
house shows.”
Whitcomb wants to move all that vi-
brant, twenty-people-packed-into-a-liv-
ing-room energy and excitement of the
house show and bring it on to campus
where it can be heard.
Daniel may be reached at
dbentson@su-spectator.com
rather than their asses, and who
aren’t afraid to speak out about
something other than who styled
them. M.I.A. is the antithesis
of GoDaddy’s silent, naked,
/ billboard women. She is an
extremely intelligent, artis-
tic woman with things to
say and things to show the
world other than her foam-
covered breasts.
When M.I.A. flipped
America the bird, she simply
held up a mirror, reflecting back
the image of the aggressive, erect
phalluses that run television.
The FCC didn’t like what they
saw in that mirror.





tights for winter play
Katie Gilbert
Staff Writer
Entering the Lee Center to
check on the status of the winter
play is like walking into another
world —- exactly the goal of this
years winter production.
Hamlet will be premiering
March 15 in the Lee Center but
this production will be unlike other
standard runs of the classic play.
This time, Shakespeare’s lines
will not be read in Renaissance-
era corsets and tights, but rather
faux-fur-trimmed urban vests and
modern-day leather boots paired
with purple brocade spats.
Professor and costume designer
HarmonyArnold designed the cos-
tumes for a playwithout any partic-
ular era in mind. Rather, everyone
involved in the play set out to cre-
ate a “whole other world” in terms
ofstaging, costume and acting.
With this theme in mind the
stage has been moved into the cen-
ter of the room where seats have
been arranged on both sides.
The set, a simple black stage
with a raised level in the center of
the room, creates a non-tradition-
al viewing experience designed to
draw audiences in.
Director and professor Rosa
Joshi did one-on-one sessions with
some of the actors to nail down
each scene of the production and is
excited about the opportunities the
staging provides for the audiences.
Even the balcony above the
stage will connect down to the floor
and lead to the center of the room.
Actors will surround the audience
instead ofthe audiences surround-
ing the actors this time around.
This “whole other world” has
been in the planning for almost
a year now, allowing Joshi and
Arnold as well as scenic designer
and professor CarolWolfe Clay the
time they need to put on the show.
For Arnold, the play has
Sasquatch 2012
Sasquatch Stage
Jack White, Beck, Bon Iver, Pretty Lights, Tenacious D, The Shins,
Beirut, Girl Talk, Feist, Silversun Pickups, Metric, The Head &
The Heart, M. Ward, Childish Gambino, The Civil Wars, The Joy
Formidable, Blind Pilot, Clap Your Hands Say Yeah, Blitzen Trapper,
Jamey Johnson, Grouplove, Imelda May, Charles Bradley & His




For those who have been living
under a rock for the past week and
didn’t hear the news, the highly an-
ticipated Sasquatch lineup, a four-day
music festival put on at the Gorge
during Memorial Day weekend,
was revealed.
The lineup was announced at
the Sasquatch Launch Party at
the Neptune on Thursday, Feb. 2,
amidst a concert where Matthew
Caws ofNada Surf, The Physics and
Junip performed.
The lineup has since been organized
February 8, 2012
consumed her weekends and she
is often busy in her studio sur-
rounded bya self-described army of
costume students.
The team sews faux fur hats,
spats, vests, coats and everything
else needed for their interpretation
of Hamlet while Arnold supervises
and conducts fittings for the actors.
Drawing inspiration from mili-
tary fashion as well as Nordic and
royal colors, Arnold has created a
theme ofstructure versus sheerness
in her costuming.
“The themes of structure and
sheerness are at the heart ofwhat
is going on in the play. It shows
the vulnerability of the characters,”
said Arnold, explaining that the
costuming reflects the emotional
masks that the characters wear to
hide their deceit and true emotions.
Prince Hamlet will be sporting
purple, King Claudius will ap-
pear in blue and Queen Gertrude
will be seen in a mixture of the
two colors to emphasize her shift-
ing loyalties between her son and
second husband.
With a little more than four
weeks left, everyone is almost done
preparing for the play.
The seats in the Lee Center
have been dismantled and moved
around to create a largespace in the
center of the room for a stage and
Clay and Arnold are almost done
with their work as well.
With the goal of the play, audi-
ences will feel like they are sitting
in a palace themselves watching
meltdowns and the conspiratorial
schemes of the characters. At the
end of it all, there will be a big
surprise for audiences that is be-
ing kept a secret in the meantime.
The one hint available: it will be in
front ofthe audiences throughout
the entire play.
Katie may be reached at
kgilbert@su-spectator.com
into stages on the Sasquatch website,
but the dates and time slots foreach act
have not yet been confirmed.
The crowd’s screams of joy filled
the Neptune with every artist or
group’s name that popped up dur-
ing the video announcement. Zack
Badilla, an attendee ofthe event, was
surprised to see that there were more
acts he liked than he had expected.
“In comparison to previous line-
ups from years past, I think that [this
year] isdefinitely versatile as far as the
performers go,” saidBadilla. “I am ex-
cited to see Tenacious D, PrettyLights
and ofcourse The Physics.”
Seattlerap group The Physics were
lineup revealed at The Neptune
Bigfoot Stage
The Roots, Explosions In The Sky, Mogwai, St. Vincent, Little
Dragon, Tune-Yards, Wild Rag, The Walkmen, Mark Lanegan
Band, Spiritualized, The Cave Singers, Shabazz Palaces, Fun,
Deer Tick, Dum Dum Girts, The Helio Sequence, Kurt Vile, Cloud
Cult, Alabama Shakes, Ben Howard, Here We Go Magic, The War
On Drugs, I Break Horses, Walk The Moon, Gary Clark Jr„ Electric
Guest.
Banana Shack Stage
Portiandia, Nero (DJ), Beats Antique, Wolfgang Gartner, Apparat,
Tycho, Sbtrkt, Araabmuzik, StarSlinger, L.A. Rots, Com Truise, Purity
Ring, Nobody Beats The Drum, Strfkr, Beat Connection, Felix Cartal,
Awesome Tapes From Africa, Nick Kroll, Todd Barry, Beardyman,
Rob Delaney, Pete Holmes, John Mulaney, Howard Kremer.
SU’s Carol Wolfe Clay recognized




fessor Carol Wolfe Clay opened
up the “Seattle Times” per the
suggestion of a friend, she was
surprised to see her name.
Reporter Misha Berson of
the Seattle Times listed Clay
as the winner of the 2011
Spotlight Award for her stage
design work under the direction
of Henry Woronicz, an honor
she was proud of, noting how
those in the theatre business
handle critique often.
The article noted the sim-
plicity of the set and another
article from seattlgayscene.com
discussed the relief the author
felt that he could understand
the plot of “Cymbeline” — a
notoriously muddled plot and
one of Shakespeare’s last plays.
Not many outside of the-
atre know of the small play or
would even be able to name
one of the characters. This was
something that Woronicz care-
fully avoided when creating
his own streamlined version
of “Cymbeline” for the Seattle
Shakespeare Company.
Clay did her own part in
creating a stage set with a long,
winding path complemented by
a dark background of makeshift
trees and a somber color scheme
of green and gray.
This was one of over 50
plays that Clay did stage design
on since arriving in Seattle 26
years ago.
Before “Cymbeline,” she at-
tended Fresno State University
as an undergraduate interior de-
sign major, switching her focus
at UC Davis in graduate school
to theatre design.
“I knew it was right,” she said
of the switch in majors. “It was
one of those moments when I
just knew I was doing the
the middle act of the night. Playing
an assortment ofmusic offof“Future
Talk,” including the popular “Ready
For We,” theygot the crowd pumped
up for the lineup announcement that
direcdy followed their set.
The Physics will be making their
debutSasquatch appearance thisyear.
Thig Natural, one of the members of
the Physics, is looking forward to en-
joyingthe experience for the first time.
“There are certain festivals
that artists pay close attention to,
but this is one of the biggest for
Washington because of the other
acts,” said Natural. “I feel hon-
ored and humbled to be able to
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Seattle University theatre professor Carol Wolfe Clay holds her
2011 Footlight Award-winning design of Cymbeline in her office
on Tuesday, Jan. 31. Clay's design was used in a production by
the Seattle Shakespeare Company.
right thing.”
Now Clay specializes in sce-
nic and lighting design, as well
as puppetry.
In Cymbeline, she helped
Shakespeare’s Jachimo and
Imogen came alive with her set
work and inspiration achieved
with the help ofWoronicz.
Clay and Woronicz set out to
tell a distinct story when design-
ing the stage for “Cymbeline.”
They wanted to tell a cohesive
story following Imogen’s trou-
ble with mistaken identities and
forbidden love. In doing so,
they took inspiration from the
Japanese ideas of kono michi or
“long path” to tell a story. The
two wanted to create a camp-
fire feel — something Clay
took to heart when drafting the
stage design.
play at [Sasquatch].”
Thig Natural is also looking for-
ward to sharing the venue with other
artists who he admires.
“The fact that we are performing
this year is huge for me because it’s
always been oneof mygoals,” Natural
said. “It’s likea hugehonor sincea lot
of the bands that are also playing I re-
allyenjoy, like Bon Iver, Litde Dragon
and The Roots.”
Matthew Caws of Nada Surf
opened Sasquatch Launch Party by
playing some of his band’s catchy
and upbeat songs like “Always Love”
and a few songs offtheir new album
“The Stars Are Indifferent” that was
entertainment
Yeti Stage
John Reilly & Friends, Ted Leo and the Pharmacists, Zola Jesus,
Shearwater, Cass McCombs, Active Child, Unknown Mortal
Orchestra, Dry The River,Yellow Ostrich, Coeur De Pirate, Lord
Huron, We Are Augustines, Sallie Ford & The Sound Outside, Thee
Satisfaction, Hey Rosetta!, Said The Whale, Howlin Rain, Gardens
& Villa, Craft Spells, Vintage Trouble, Poor Moon, Black Whales,
Gold Leaves, Greylag.
The Maine Stage
Dyme Def, Fresh Espresso, The Physics, Sol, MetalChocolates,
Grynch, Spaceman, Don’t Talk To The Cops, Scribes, Fatal
Lucciauno, Fly Moon Royalty, Katie Kate.
the spectator
She decided on a long
zigzagging pathway leading into
the grove of trees on stage to
create the feel she and Woronicz
sought out.
“It was counterintuitive,”
Clay said, “but it captured the
goal of the play and facilitated a
campfire feel.”
She paired the path with a
dark background, rocks and trees
to create mystery and allow the
appearance of the character dis-
appearing into the woods.
The central plot of the play
stays intact but has been re-
vamped in this award-winning
version of “Cymbeline.”
Katie may be reached at
kgilbert@su-spectator.com
released Jan. 24.
Comingall the way from Sweden,
Junip closed out the night with their
soothing sounds which included
songs like “Rope & Summit” and
“Always” offof their “Fields” album.
Tickets for Sasquatch go on sale
on Feb. 11 at 10 a.m. To ensure you
don’t miss the festivities, order them
as quickly as possible. With a lineup
like this, tickets are going to sell out
within minutes.
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Burrell leads Redhawks to victory over Arkansas
Matthew Gilbertson | The Spectator





HM|Mj utes left in the game,
sMmM Burrell’s points
started to rack up.
He scored six points within
about four minutes, in addition
to Jarell Flora’s three-pointer.
We focused mainly
on our toughness
and you can see that
in today’s game
Within the last three minutes,
Arkansas State was able to raise their
side of the scoreboard sixpoints, but
it wouldn’t be enough to counter
the three-pointer that Burrell made
just as time expired. Seattle U led
with a 46-36 advantage at halftime.
Trent made the first shot of
the second quarter, but Arkansas
Cervante Burrell
Senior Guard
State responded with another
three-pointer, which would start
an eight-point streak for Arkansas
State, putting the score at 48-44.
Carter stopped the Red Wolf
streak with a five-point rally
of his own and Arkansas was
unable to catch up with the
Redhawks for the rest of the game.
Burrell said he was satis-
fied with his performance after
the game, especially because he
will be graduating soon, and
he wants every game to count.
“I’ve got a few more games,
and I just want to get the most
wins I can for my college career,”
he said. “I don’t want to leave
Seattle U with a losing record.”
Dollar also said he was hap-
py with Burrell’s performance.
Seattle U
led 46-36 at halftime
“Obviously Burrell had a very
good game — very aggressive from
the start and all the way through. I’ve
been encouraging him to be aggres-
I don’t want to leave
Seattle U with a
losing record
sive and take it. He did a good job
of taking it, knocking it down, and
playing with speed,” Dollar said.
The Redhawks will play
at Longwood University on
Saturday, Feb. 11. The Redhawks
will begin a three-game set at
home on Valentine's Day, as
Northwest University makes
the trip to KeyArena Tuesday,
Feb. 14, for a 7:10 p.m. tip-off.






decisive victory in Wisconsin
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
The women’s basketball team
went on the road last Thursday
and returned with a hard fought
63-56 win against the University
ofWisconsin Milwaukee.
The first half was ugly, with
turnovers plaguing the begin-
We got it together in
the second half and
we came out better.
ning of the game. The teams
committed a combined total
of 20 turnovers before scor-
ing a total of 20 points. At the
end of the first half, Seattle was
shooting 30.8 percent (8-of-26)
from the field, barely better than
Wisconsin’s 30 percent (9-of-30).
The result was a low scoring half
of 21-26 with the Redhawks in
the lead.
“I think the traveling messed
us up a little bit but it was just
a rough start,” said sophomore
guard Sylvia Shephard. “We got
it together in the second half
and we came out better, ready
to play.”
The momentum after halftime
swung in Seattle’s favor when a
turnover by Wisconsin’s Sami
Tucker ignited six quick points
for sophomore forward Ashley
Ward to give the Redhawks a
nine point advantage over the
Panthers — their largest lead of
the night.
Head coach Joan Bonvicini
Women’s tennis wins 2 of 3 while
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
The Seattle University women’s tennis
team had a packed weekend road trip
to Idaho on Feb. 3 through 5 to com-
This is the first sweep that
[the team] has had since
the school went Division
One three years ago
pete against Weber State, Boise State and
Idaho State.
The Redhawks claimed two team vic-
tories, including Sunday’s 8-0 sweep of
Idaho State.
“This was the first sweep that [the
team] has had since the school went
Division One three years ago, by beating






used a surprisingly simple strat-
egy to motivate
the turnaround
that occurred in the second half.
“Honestly, you know what I
did at halftime? I took the stat
sheet and wadded it up and
threw it out. ... Even though
we were up, I felt like the score
was zero-zero and we really
needed to start playing better,”
said Bonvicini.
After Seattle’s nine-point lead,
the Panthers went on an energetic
11-2 run to tie the game at 27
points -— causing Bonvicini to
call a timeout.
“When [opponents] make a
run like that, I have to call time-
out and just settle people down
and shore things up,” Bonvicini
said. “The team responded and
they came back with a stop and I
believe we scored after that.”
In fact, the Redhawks went on
an 8-0 run after the timeout but
the Panthers clawed back to tie
Even though we
were up, I felt like the
score was zero-zero
and we really started
playing better.
again at 49-49 with four minutes
left in the game. Seattle U retali-
ated by attacking the basket and
forcing Wisconsin to foul in the
double bonus period. With 24
seconds left in the game and the
Redhawks leading by two, junior
guard Daidra Brown made a pair
Sarah Lucas
Four singles and four double matches
were played against Idaho State.
Junior Alexandra Farrar played a gru-
eling two-hour, three-set single match.
During the third tie breaker set, Farrar
aced the last point against Idaho State’s
Laura Porras. The point ensured the
win of 13-11 in order to take the set
and match.
Junior Lindsey Newman quickly de-
feated Idaho State’s Rilee Moorhead in
two sets of 6-1 and 6-0.
All of the doubles matches played
against Idaho State were won swiftly
as well. Farrar and sophomore Corinne
Wurden’s match was no exception, beat-
ing their opponents in an 8-0 victory to
add another point to the team’s match
total.
The Redhawks first win of the week-
end was on Friday against Weber State,
with a score of 5-2.
Six singles and three double matches
were played against Weber State.
Sophomore Anna Lambert started off
her singles match against Weber State
strong, taking the first set 6-0. Weber
State’s Michelle Warwick put up a fight
in the second set, forcing a tiebreaker.
Lambert finished the match strong to
Joan Bonvicini
Head Coach
of free throws to secure the win
Despite a messy game from
both teams, there were no-
table individual performanc-
es. Wisconsin forward Ashley
Green kept the Panthers in the
game with 14 points and six
steals through the night. Seattle’s
sophomore forward Kacie Sowell
When you’re traveling
and you’re on the road,
every game is huge
came away with the 18 points —
the highest total on either team
— and complemented it with
nine rebounds and three steals.
Playing away from home is a
daunting task and in a game that
started off less than perfect, the
13-9 Redhawks are just thank-
ful to add another win to their
total at this point in the sea-
son. Selections for the Women’s
Basketball Invitational are an-
nounced on March 12 and the
team has seven games left to make
an impression.
“When you’re traveling and
you’re on the road, every game
is huge. Every game is a critical
game for us,” Bonvicini said.
The team hopes to get an-
other critical road win against
Portland State on Thursday. The
next home game is on Feb. 18
at Connolly Center against Utah
Valley.




win the set 7-5 and take the match.
Senior Katrina Schwab also defeated
her Weber State opponent in two straight
sets of 6-2 and 6-1.
Schwab and Wurden were the only
We want to keep fighting
hard, playing hard,
practicing hard, and to
continue not giving up on
any of our matches
doubles team to win against Weber State,
with a 8-4 victory.
On Saturday, the Redhawks fought
hard but fell 4-3 to Boise State after a
close match
“We were really proud about how we
did against Boise State, even though we
lost,” Lucas said. “[Boise State] is seen as





University men's tennis team
has completed their first multi-
game road trip in a period of just
three days.
Beginning their travels on Feb.
2, the team started their busy
weekend with matches against
Lewis :Clark State College and
College of Idaho in Lewiston,
Idaho. The team then continued
on their playing route to venture
against Gonzaga and Eastern
Washington before finishing the
weekend with a match against
Northern Colorado on Sunday.
Head coach Mark Frisby, who
has been with Seattle U for four
seasons, said the team made sure
to prepare themselves for the
strenuous and nonstop weekend.
"We [had the team do] a lot
more conditioning, as well as a lot
more running and a lot of repeti-
tions," said Frisby. "We also fo-
cused more on match play.”
Frisby said that while this type
of team play is somewhat difficult
based on the limited amount of
resting time, it's necessary for
the team.
"Travel isn't cheap these days,
so we're trying to fit in as many
matches as we can [this week-
end]," he said.
Sophomore Jason Bediones
echoed those statements, saying
that the team's opponents had not
had the same experience in travel-
ing as Seattle U.
"It was pretty tough by the
fourth or fifth matches because we
were sore and tired," he said. "But
we did as well as we could have, and
I believe we had more confidence
based on our playing in the past
few weeks."
As of Feb. 5, the Seattle





[we] saw our potential there.”
One of the team members did not par-
ticipate against Boise State due to illness.
“Gabriella Weissmann is akey compo-
nent of our team,” Lucas said. “We still
were able to fight [Boise State] pretty
tough when she fell ill.”
Despite the team loss, Schwab,
Newman and Lucas won all the single
matches they played over the weekend.
Lucas expressed gratitude for being
supplemented with a great coaching
staff that instills the determination in
the players to compete to the best of
their abilities.
“We want to keep fighting hard, play-
ing hard, practicing hard, and to contin-
ue not giving up on any of our matches,”
Lucas said.
The Seattle U women’s tennis team has
another triple-header coming up against
Portland State in Vancouver, Wash, on
Feb. 10 before traveling to Portland,
Ore., where they face University of
Portland on Feb. 11 and University of
Montana on Feb. 12.
Ashley may be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
the spectator
that the top two players, Mark
Shkrebtan and Simon Meske,
were unable to play this weekend
due to illness or injury. But, as
Bediones said, the loss ofthese two
team members allowed the other
members of the team to play at a
higher level.
"The team definitely stepped
up when playing [this weekend]
because of the loss of [Mark
and Simon,]" Bediones said.
"Everyone was able to prove
themselves, including the mem-
bers of the team who don't nor-
mally travel."
Another strong asset to the
team, sophomore Kevin Lynch
said the team felt good going into
the weekend and was prepared for
the upcoming matches.
"We were pretty nervous be-
cause there wouldn't be much
rest in between the five matches
in three days," he said. "But ev-
eryone got mentally prepared for
the weekend."
Lynch said the whole team
came together and was able to
step up to their roles, especially
one player.
"I would just like to give a
shout-out to Andrew [Anderson],
who took our number one spot,"
he said, noting that Anderson
gave an effort in all five matches
and played about two hours per
match. "He just played really well
[this weekend]."
Overall, the team won their
match against College of Idaho
with 7 to 1, and came in close to
both Lewis-Clark State College
and Northern Colorado with 4
to 3.
The team's next match is on
Friday, Feb. 17 against University
of Oregon and Portland State.
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It is a good day for marriage equality advocates,
with the California Federal Appeals Court’s decision
which invalidates Proposition 8 and the Washington
legislature’s decision to legalize gay marriage.
The California Federal Appeals Court Panel struck
done Proposition 8 (the gay marriage ban) on Tuesday
of this week. The decision reversed a referendum on the
issue decided by the voters in 2008. The 2 to 1 decision
was circumscribed in the sense that the judges did not
make sweeping proclamations about the legal status of
gay marriage. Rather, they declared it unconstitutional
for voters to withhold rights already given by the state
to specific groups without clear cause.
Washington state anti-gay marriage activists should
take head and not seek to bring this issue to the voters
in Washington. The decision in California reminds us
that it is not given to voters to deny their fellow citizens
rights, or otherwise curtail their freedoms. It is also a
reminder that, while marriage can also be granted by
religious institutions, marriage licenses are issued by
the state and the state should'not privilege the beliefs
of any religious group.
The Washington State legislature and California
Federal Appeals Court’s decision to uphold marriage
equality is a victory for civil rights, and the moral,
religious or visceral sensibilities of individuals should
not be allowed to infringe on those rights.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Kelton Sears, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, J. Adrian Munger and Sy Bean. Signed
commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of
Seattle University.
U-wire




Last week, Google Inc. an-
nounced its new privacy policy,
which will take effect March 1.
The policy strives for sim-
plicity in both length and lan-
guage, and it unifies nearly all of
Google’s services, products and
websites. The notable changes in
the policy focus on the merges
and the ways this will affect ad-
vertising and the overall privacy
of Google’s users.
While Google reasons that
having one privacy policy mu-
tually benefits both users and
advertisers, there are privacy ad-
vocates who are alarmed by the
changes. Jeffery Chester, execu-
tive director at The Cent.er for
Digital Democracy, told NPR
that “online advertisers want
to be assured that they can ac-
cess users online, knowing
opinion
everything possible about them,”
which Google’s privacy changes
would provide.
Despite these baseless con-
cerns, Google’s vice president,
Alan Eustace, told NPR that
collecting data from multiple
Google services will give users
innovative experiences. For ex-
ample, by combining informa-
One option is to
disable cookies on
your Internet browser.
tion gathered from the calendar
feature and data from map and
traffic applications, Google can
determine what time a user can
leave their house so they can ar-
rive at a scheduled meeting in
San Francisco without worrying
about road congestion.
The changes made to Google’s
privacy policy would likely not
affect the lives of everyday citi-
zens and the new policy pledges
to request consent for further
changes. If users are still not
convinced that the changes are
harmless, there are options.
One option is to disable cook-
ies on your Internet browser, be-
cause cookies play a significant
role in how Google is able to
track you across its services. In
addition, one can choose not to
use Google. Because of the inno-
vative and competitive Internet
environment, there are other
search engines, email accounts,
social networking sites and ser-
vices options besides Google,
from Hotmail to Bing.
At the very least, Google is
giving users enough time to ad-
just should they decide to close
Gmail or YouTube accounts.
Ultimately, privacy groups can
Voters should
support NBA bid
In the past few weeks, sources have revealed that
Mike McGinn and other city officials have been in
talks with Seattle native Christopher Hansen about
acquiring the land necessary for a new arena. Hansen,
a multimillionaire broker, has already acquired a size-
able piece of land south of Safeco Field, but-the city
would need to make a concession in order for the plan
to go forward.
While the prospect of Seattle gaining a NBA is ex-
citing, the City of Seattle is understandably wary of
getting entangled in an expensive and risky business
venture that could affect our economy for decades to
come. Much of this is due to an initiative that passed
in 2006 saying that Seattle could only invest in sports
ventures if it made a profit. While this is understand-
able, taxpayers should be willing to make an invest-
ment that will bring millions in revenue into the city
every year.
The Seattle SuperSonics originally left because the
organization was unable to lock down plans for a new
stadium. Now that we have the possibility of a new
arena, the city should try to secure a team to replace the
Sonics. Ifwe were to acquire a team for the 2012-2013
season, it’s likely the team would play in KeyArena,
where the Redhawks currently play. While this would
be an inconvenience for Seattle U, it would be a small
price to pay for the financial and entertainment ben-
efits of a NBA team.
reprimand these policy chang-
es, but few people seem to care
about how their data is used,
as shown by the popularity
of Facebook.
There is no doubt that Google
is prevalent and this privacy pol-
icy change reflects a changing
Internet culture. The Internet
and all the technological devices
that access it can be easily val-
ued as a human right. In fact,
last June the United Nations
published a report declaring
Internet access a fundamental
human right.
Viewing the Internet in this
sense allows us to easily forget
that there are real companies
seeking revenue that can justify
giving advertisers user data be-
cause this business model has
gone relatively unchallenged.





LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Birth control is a
right, precaution
To the Editor:
As a woman who might need to rely on birth
control at some point in her lifetime, I agree that
the president’s decision about new healthcare laws
that would require insurance plans to cover birth
control prescriptions at Catholic institutions
is great.
Birth control prescriptions do not encourage
sexual promiscuity*, in fact it is a precaution one
takes out of responsibility. It is also a way to
keep track of your menstrual cycle, as it is very
confusing and often times painful for women to
deal with. A non-Catholic woman should not be
turned away from healthcare or be in any way af-
fected if she wishes to attend a Catholic college.
It is not the place of the Catholic Church to deny
any form of healthcare to those that are in need.
Instead they should educate themselves and learn
about the many benefits of birth control.
To the Editor
Whyis it that on a Catholic cam-
pus I feel like a minority when it
comes to Catholic values? I recog-
nize that Seattle is a fairly liberal city
in the U.S., but somehow I thought
by going to a Catholic school I
might be in anenvironment where I
wouldn’t feel uncomfortable discuss-
ing my moral beliefs. In the recent
op-ed on the new birth control man-
date I was once again disappointed
to see the Spectator taking a posi-
tion in opposition to Catholic moral





aside the issue ofsexual morality and
only addresses the mandate in terms
of the pill. Yes, the pill can be used
for regulating a menstrual cycle,
but this mandate covers more than
just enforcing catholic and other
like-minded institutions to support
the pill. When this regulation goes
into effect, these institutions will be
forced to support contraceptives,
sterilizations, and abortifacients. To
deny the issue ofsexual morality to
the Church’s argument completely
misses why the Church is upset.
Fornication, adultery, sterilization,
abortion are all considered to be
mortal sins. This mandate is giving
theChurch the choice between vio-
lating their conscience or following a
regulation that infringes upon their
first amendment rights. One in six
Americans is treated atCatholic hos-
pitals annually. Catholic Charities
providedservices to over ten million
Americans last year, regardless of
whether they were Catholic or not.
They will not be allowed to continue
to feed, clothe, and help the needy
unless they are willing to disregard
their own moralconscience. No one
is required to attend or work for a
Catholic institution. If a student
or an employee truly feels that she
February 8, 2012
Melissa Constantin
needs access to these services there
are plenty of state schools or other
private institutions with more lib-
eral beliefs. Why should a catholic
or socially conservative institution
be forced to accommodate the be-
liefs ofan individual and compro-
mise their own who disregards the
Church’s moralposition? The edito-
rial ended with the statement that,
“it is never the place ofthe church to
deny any form of healthcare to those
in need.” Does that include abor-
tion? Euthanasia? Should the church
simply place the sanctity oflife on a
back burner? Is it just a side issue, or
should they take astand and defend
their first amendment rights to live
out a morally conscious life?
I’m also writing in regards to the
op-ed “GOP ignores true Christian
values,” which as a conservative and
Christian I found to be quite offen-
sive. The writer cites Peter 4:9 to dem-
onstrate that as Christian Americans
we should give hospitality to illegal
immigrants without grumbling.
Although I agree with you that
as Christians we should be hospi-
table to one another, I disagree that
we should simply ignore those who
break the law. Christ says in Matthew
22:21 “...render to Caesar the things
that are Caesars.” I think it’s safe to
say that issues of national sovereignty,
such as legal entry into a nation, are
within the realm ofCaesar’s domain.
Furthermore, the GOP has tried in
the past to show mercy first when
dealing with illegal immigration. It
was a Republican president who in
1986 gave amnesty to over 3 million
illegal immigrants on the promise
that we secure the border. However,
border security was put on the back
burner and 25 years later we have
over 12 million illegal immigrants in
the country.
The GOP platform emphasizes
securing the border first because
amnesty has not helped to solve the
problem as long as peopleare allowed
to enter orstay in the country illegally.
It’s not racism or hate-mongering, it’s
pragmatism. I come from a familyof
immigrants who all worked to legally
earn entry into the country. There are
already millions of immigrants who
are still waiting to gain entry. Why
should those who have broken the
Occupy editorial misses
the mark on movement
To the Editor:
Emma McAleavy’s editorial piece presents
the two most common critiques ofthe Occupy
movement: lack ofdemands and lack of leader-
ship. Whilespecific, focused demands and char-
ismatic leadership aid social justice movements,
there is a fundamental difference between the
current Occupymovement andmore traditional
movements like Camila Vallejo’s student move-
ment in Chile.
Though it is more radical than most tradi-
tional movements, Vallejo’s movement remains
largely focused on only education. Occupy is
focused not onlyon economic injustice, but cul-
tural, political and social issues as well. Rather
than identifyingand attacking a singleproblem,
Occupyinvites all people to bring their concerns
to light and join with others in addressing them.
How can a movement founded on inviting peo-
ple to join together and change the world them-
selves have centralizedleadership? By eliminating
Occupy’s diversity, its focus can be narrowed and
Recent editorials offensive to Christians
law be given special favor? Do we
need immigration reform? Absolutely.
But to call conservatives un-Christian
because they believe people should
follow the law crosses the line.
You also criticize the GOP nomi-
nees for thinking we should defend
our nation. Although Christ advo-
cated for nonviolence, as demon-
strated in Matthew 5:39, he didn’t
push for complete pacifism either. In
Luke 22:36, Christ, knowing of the
coming persecution, tells the aposdes
that theyare to purchasea sword, and
if they can’t afford one to sell their
cloaks to gain the funds necessary for
the purchase. Christ isn’t telling them
to go off to war, but he’s certainly al-
lowing them to defend themselves. In
Romans 13:4, Paul says, “But ifyou
do evil, be afraid; for it (government)
does not bear the sword for nothing;
for it is aminister ofGod, anavenger
who brings wrath on the one who
practices evil.” The state has the right
to defend itselfby force if necessary.
At the beginning ofyour article,
you criticized GOP candidates for
placing a focus on pro-lifepledges and
leadership centralized, but narrowing the focus
declares that one injustice is worth attacking
while others should be ignored. Both positions
have their merits,and it is a worthydebate topic
What Occupy needs right now, however, is
not a charismatic leader, but for its supporters
to transition from occupy the couch to occupy
the streets. It needs those supporting specific
demands and centralizedleadership to show up
to Occupy events and address their concerns.
We can change the world, and alreadyhave, but
continued change requires continued participa-
tion. The Occupy SU club, which meets every
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Student Center
Hearth, is open to all people ofall beliefsand is a
great opportunity to raise concerns and tobegin
direct action for achieving social, political and
economic justice as well as engaging in cultural
critique. We are dedicated toachieving a justand
humane world and welcome anyone with ideas
andplans to help make the world a better place.
bans on gay marriage as being out of
touch with college students, includ-
ing those here at Seattle University.
I counter that ifthe student popula-
tion on a Catholic universitycampus
thinks thatthe sanctity ofhuman life
and morality are trivial issues, then
we have a much bigger problem than
whether were being hospitable or not,
especiallyat a time when the executive
administration is preparing to enforce
aregulation that would effectively end
Catholic and other Christian institu-
tions fromoffering healthcare to their
employees, or worse, shutdown their
institutions altogether.
Christians and Catholics will be
given the choice ofcompromising
their conscience or end providing
services to those who need it most.
Ifwe place so little value on whether
or not a child has the right to even
live, then the Christian identity ofthis
campus is merely a facade. Instead
of criticizing those who think we
should defend the unborn, perhaps





























In the Feb. 1 article “Yesler
Terrace community speaks
out against crime,” a photo
caption misidentifies one of
the Yesler Terrace residents
at the community meeting
as Sahra Osman. The photo
is actually showing Ruqiyo
Abdi. We regret the error.
To report any corrections
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For 3 listing of public safGty incidonts
lastlooks
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Top left: A female Anna's Hummingbird feeds in a secluded bush
in the Union Green. Top right: A female Anna’s Hummingbird sits
on her two eggs in the Union Green. Above: A female Anna’s
Hummingbird feeds her fledgling babies on the Union Green.
Below left: A male Anna’s Hummingbird responds to a female
call played on an iPhone before performing a mating ritual dive.
Below right: Female Anna’s Hummingbird feeding.
Photos by Sy Bean | The Spectator | Last spring
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